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Motivation from mathematics

From high school to research literature, we find many informal
connections between theorems in mathematics:

Theorems A and B are actually equivalent

Theorem C is strictly stronger than Lemma D

There is also a proof of Theorem E without using Lemma F

Historical examples: Axiom of Choice/ Euclid’s Parallel Postulate

Is there a conceptual way of formalising such statements?

The research program Reverse Mathematics provides one kind of
formal framework for this study.
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Kurt Gödel’s famous incompleteness theorems imply that

for a consistent logical system T that expresses arithmetic, there is
a sentence A such that T cannot prove A and T cannot prove ¬A.

Intuitively, no logical system T can completely capture
mathematics as there always ‘independent’ sentences A.

Complaint from mainstream mathematics: Gödel’s theorems do
not provide mathematically natural sentences A.
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An observation from logic

Kurt Gödel’s famous incompleteness theorems state that

for any logical system T that can express arithmetic, there is a
sentence A such that T cannot prove A and T cannot prove ¬A.

Intuitively, no logical system T can completely capture
mathematics as there always ‘independent’ sentences A.

Complaint: Gödel’s theorems do not provide mathematically
natural sentences A;

the latter are purely logical.

Central problem in logic: find mathematically natural sentences A
that cannot be proved or disproved in major logical systems.

Mathematical incompleteness (Paris-Harrington, Harvey Friedman,
Kanamori-McAloon, . . . )

Reverse mathematics (partially) formalises the notions purely
logical versus mathematically natural.
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At the most abstract level, Reverse Mathematics is...

a classification of theorems from ordinary math based on logical
criteria.

Which criteria from mathematical logic? Computability.
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and sentence A, and outputs either a proof of A or a proof of ¬A

in T .

To solve Hilbert’s Entscheidungsproblem, Alan Turing (1936) formulated

the formal definition of the hitherto informal notion of computability.
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To solve Hilbert’s Entscheidungsproblem, Alan Turing (1936) formulated
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The Turing Machine is the standard model of computability. It is

essentially a modern-day computer without resource bounds.

f : N→ N is (Turing) computable if there is a program (q0, . . . , qn) such

that a TM with input k halts with output f (k) after finite time.
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A function f : N→ N is computable if there is a program such that a

TM with input k halts with output f (k) after finite time.

A set X ⊂ N is computable if there is a computable f , s.t.

(∀n ∈ N)(n ∈ X ↔ f (n) = 1).

The textbook example of a non-computable problem:

Definition (Halting Problem)

Does a TM with a given input and program halt after finite time,
or does it run forever?

Turing showed that a solution to the Entscheidungsproblem yields a

solution to the Halting problem (aka 0′).

In other words, there is no computable solution to the

Entscheidungsproblem and Hilbert’s tenth problem (MDRP).

What about theorems from ordinary mathematics?
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= finding the minimal axioms A needed to prove a theorem T

T is a theorem of ordinary mathematics (countable/separable)

The proof takes place in RCA0 (≈ idealized computer, TM).

Axioms A state the existence of non-computable sets (like 0′).

Reversal in many cases: RCA0 proves (A ↔ T )

Big Five: RCA0, WKL0, ACA0, ATR0 and Π1
1 -CA0

Most theorems of ‘ordinary’ mathematics are either provable in
RCA0 or equivalent to one of the ‘Big Five’ theories.

= Main Theme of RM
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Computable mathematics in the base theory RCA0

The following theorems can be proved in RCA0:

1 Basic properties of reals, fields, functions, etc

2 Intermediate value theorem:
(∀f ∈ C [0, 1])(f (0)f (1) < 0→ (∃x ∈ [0, 1])(f (x) = 0)).

3 Picard’s theorem for y ′ = f (x , y) with f Lifschitz-continuous.

4 Existence of algebraic closure of countable fields (not
uniqueness).

5 Soundness theorem: If a set X of formulas has a model, then
X does not prove 0 = 1 .

6 Banach/Steinhaus uniform boundedness principle.

7 Recursive Comprehension Axiom: the set {n ∈ N : f (n) = 0}
for computable f : N→ N exists.

Intuitively, we can do computable mathematics in RCA0.
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Reverse Mathematics for WKL0

Central principle:

Principle (Weak König’s Lemma)

Every infinite binary tree has an infinite path.

Assuming the base theory RCA0, WKL is equivalent to

1 Heine-Borel Every countable covering of [0, 1] has a finite
subcovering.

2 Heine A continuous function on [0, 1] is uniformly continuous.

3 A continuous function on [0, 1] is Riemann integrable.

4 Weierstraß a continuous function on [0, 1] attains a maximum.

5 Peano’s theorem for differential equations y ′ = f (x , y).

Definitely ordinary mathematics: first-year calculus!

Nonetheless, such maxima and infinite paths are not computable.
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8 Gödel’s completeness/compactness theorem.

9 A countable commutative ring has a prime ideal.

10 A countable formally real field is orderable.

11 A countable formally real field has a (unique) closure.

12 Brouwer’s fixed point theorem A continuous function from
[0, 1]n to [0, 1]n has a fixed point.

13 Hahn-Banach theorem for separable spaces.

14 A continuous function on [0, 1] can be approximated by
(Bernstein) polynomials.

Algebra, analysis, logic, topology, . . . : transdisciplinary equivalences.

Intuitively speaking, we can do (Heine-Borel) compactness
arguments in WKL0.

Simpson: connection to Hilbert’s program for the FOM. . .
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Introduction and motivation Part I: the Big Five Part II: beyond the Big Five

Reverse mathematics of ACA0

A formula is arithmetical if it only contains quantifiers ∃n ∈ N and
∀m ∈ N.

Central principle:

Principle (Arithmetical comprehension axiom)

For every arithmetical A(n), the set
{
n ∈ N : A(n)

}
exists.

Assuming the base theory RCA0, ACA is equivalent to

1 Halting problem (with parameters).

2 Bolzano-Weierstraß theorem Every bounded real sequence has
a convergent subsequence.

3 Ascoli-Arzela theorem: Every bounded equicontinuous
sequence of real- valued continuous functions on a bounded
interval has a uniformly convergent subsequence.

4 Every countable commutative ring has a maximal ideal.
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Introduction and motivation Part I: the Big Five Part II: beyond the Big Five

Reverse mathematics of ACA0

5 Every countable vector space has a basis.

(No AC needed)

6 Every countable field (of char. 0) has a transcendence basis.

7 Ramsey’s Theorem(s) (combinatorics, graph colouring etc)

8 Koenig’s lemma: Every infinite, finitely branching tree has an
infinite path.

9 Monotone convergence theorem for [0, 1].

10 Every countable Abelian group has a unique divisible closure.

Again, definitely ordinary mathematics!

Intuitively speaking, we can do sequential compactness arguments
in ACA0.
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Introduction and motivation Part I: the Big Five Part II: beyond the Big Five

Reverse mathematics of ATR0

Central principle: ATR0 is equivalent to

Principle (At-most-one-set comprehension)

For arithmetical B(n,Y ) with parameters n ∈ N and Y ⊂ N and

(∀n ∈ N)(∃ at most one Y ⊂ N)B(n,Y ),

the set {n ∈ N : (∃Y ⊂ N)B(n,Y )} exists,

Assuming the base theory RCA0, ATR is equivalent to
1 Any two countable well orderings are comparable.
2 Ulm’s theorem Any two countable reduced Abelian p−groups

which have the same Ulm invariants are isomorphic.
3 The perfect set theorem Every uncountable closed, or

analytic, set has a perfect subset.
4 Lusin’s separation theorem: Any two disjoint analytic sets can

be separated by a Borel set.
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4 Every Gδ set in [N]N has the Ramsey property.

The systems ATR0 and Π1
1 -CA0 already involve some set theory. . .
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Foundational significance of ACA0,ATR0, Π
1
1 -CA0

Russell’s paradox: the set of all sets (leads to a contradiction).

Russell’s analysis: the ‘set of all sets’ is an example of a vicious
circle: to define it, we must assume it exists already. Another
(textbook) example is Π1

1 -CA0.

Such vicious circle definitions are called impredicative and rejected
by Russell, and later Weyl and Fefermann.

Predicative mathematics avoids impredicative definitions.

ACA0 (and related systems) yields predicative math and ATR0 is
the upper limit of predicative math (Feferman-Schutte).
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The Big Five picture of RM

= Mathematical theorems seem to ‘cluster’ around the Big Five,
while ‘sparse’ everywhere else.

6

RCA0

WKL0

ACA0

ATR0

Π1
1 -CA0

proves Interm. value thm, Soundness thm, Existence of alg. clos. . . .

↔ Peano exist. ↔ Weierstraß approx. ↔ Weierstraß max. ↔ Hahn-

Banach ↔ Heine-Borel ↔ Brouwer fixp. ↔ Gödel compl. ↔ . . .

↔ Bolzano-Weierstraß ↔ Ascoli-Arzela ↔ Köning ↔ Ramsey (k ≥ 3)

↔ Countable Basis ↔ Countable Max. Ideal ↔ . . .

↔ Ulm ↔ Lusin ↔ Perfect Set ↔ Baire space Ramsey ↔ . . .

↔ Cantor-Bendixson ↔ Silver ↔ Baire space Det. ↔ Menger ↔ . . .
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(Not Absolute: exceptions discussed in Part II)
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Each Big Five corresponds to foundational program and comp. class.
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↔ Countable Basis ↔ Countable Max. Ideal ↔ . . .

↔ Ulm ↔ Lusin ↔ Perfect Set ↔ Baire space Ramsey ↔ . . .

↔ Cantor-Bendixson ↔ Silver ↔ Baire space Det. ↔ Menger ↔ . . .

Distinction between logical formula with mathematical meaning and

‘purely logical’ formula, i.e. between subject (math) and formalization (logic).



Introduction and motivation Part I: the Big Five Part II: beyond the Big Five

Why?!?

When a theorem is proved from the right axioms, the axioms can
be proved from the theorem. (Friedman, 1975)

Why do we observe these reversals?

Because mathematicians want to prove ‘maximal’ theorems, i.e.
with very general conclusion and very few conditions.

Monotone convergence theorem implies ACA0 even restricted to
sequences that only grow exponentially fast.

Restriction to special cases involving sub-exponential objects would
‘step outside mathematics and into CS’.

This is true in general, except for combinatorics.
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Gödel hierarchy
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...
large cardinals
...
ZFC
ZC (Zermelo set theory)

simple type theory

medium



Z2 (second-order arithmetic)
...
Π1

2 -CA0 (comprehension for Π1
2 -formulas)

Π1
1 -CA0 (comprehension for Π1

1 -formulas)
ATR0 (arithmetical transfinite recursion)
ACA0 (arithmetical comprehension)

weak


WKL0 (weak König’s lemma)
RCA0 (recursive comprehension)
PRA (primitive recursive arithmetic)
bounded arithmetic

It is striking that a great many foundational theories are linearly ordered by
[consistency strength] <. Of course it is possible to construct pairs of artificial
theories which are incomparable under <. However, this is not the case for the
“natural” or non-artificial theories which are usually regarded as significant in the
foundations of mathematics.
(Simpson, Gödel Centennial Volume; also: Koelner, Burgess, Friedman,. . . )

Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with choice
aka ‘the’ foundation of mathematics

Hilbert-Bernays’s Grundlagen
der Mathematik

Russell-Weyl-Feferman
predicative mathematics

The ‘Big Five’ of Reverse Mathematics


Hilbert’s finitary math

Received view: natural/important systems form linear Gödel hierarchy

and 80/90% of ordinary mathematics is provable in ACA0/Π1
1 -CA0.

Some Reverse Mathematics of topology in Π1
2 -CA0 (Mummert-Simpson).
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The RM zoo collects principles below ACA0 and outside the Big
Five. Special cases of Ramsey’s theorem play a central role.
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An interesting animal in the RM zoo

The RM zoo: rmzoo.math.uconn.edu.

Most RM zoo principles are only mildly mathematically natural,
except the following equivalences:

Weak weak König’s lemma.

Vitali’s covering theorem.

countably additivity of the Lebesgue measure.

monotone convergence thm for the Lebesgue integral.

. . .

We again gravitate towards set theory, and coding becomes heavy.
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Introduction and motivation Part I: the Big Five Part II: beyond the Big Five

Coding?

Friedman-Simpson Reverse Mathematics takes place in the
language L2 of second-order arithmetic.

The language L2 only has two kinds of variables: first-order
variables n ∈ N and second-order variables X ⊂ N.

Higher-order objects are represented or coded in L2 via
second-order variables.

Examples of coded/represented objects include: continuous
functions on R, topologies, subsets of R, Lebesgue measure, . . .
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Introduction and motivation Part I: the Big Five Part II: beyond the Big Five

The Good: coding continuous functions

ε-δ-continuity for f : [0, 1]→ R is defined as follows:

(∀ε > 0, x ∈ [0, 1])(∃δ > 0)(∀y ∈ [0, 1])(|x−y | < δ → |f (x)−f (y)| < ε).

‘continuity-via-codes’ is defined in L2 as follows:

These two definitions are equivalent in a weak higher-order system
involving WKL (Kohlenbach/Kleene).

Hence, coding does not change the logical strength of theorems
about continuous functions (assuming WKL is available).
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The Bad: coding Riemann integrable functions

Around 1850, Riemann’s Habilschrift introduces his integral and
forces discontinuous functions into mainstream math.

Theorem (Arzela, 1885)

Let fn : ([0, 1]× N)→ R be a sequence such that

1 Each fn is Riemann integrable on [0, 1].

2 There is M > 0 such that (∀n ∈ N, x ∈ [0, 1])(|fn(x)| ≤ M).

3 limn→∞ fn = f exists and is Riemann integrable.

Then limn→∞
∫ 1

0 fn(x)dx =
∫ 1

0 f (x)dx .

Formulated with codes in L2, this theorem is provable in WKL0.

Formulated without codes, this theorem is far beyond the usual
range of RM, namely near full second-order arithmetic Z2.

Massive change of logical strength for a basic theorem!
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Formulated with codes in L2, this theorem is provable in WKL0.

Formulated without codes, this theorem is far beyond the usual
range of RM, namely near full second-order arithmetic Z2.

Massive change of logical strength for a basic theorem!
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The Ugly: splittings and disjunctions

In second-order RM, natural splittings and disjunctions are rare:

A↔ [B + C ] D ↔ [E ∨ F ],

where the conjuncts B,C and disjuncts E ,F are independent.

Many splittings and disjunctions in higher-order arithmetic:

18 SPLITTINGS AND DISJUNCTIONS IN REVERSE MATHEMATICS

been identified forming a branch independent of the medium range of the Gödel
hierarchy (based on inclusion14). Results pertaining to ‘uniform’ theorems are in
[51], while the results pertaining to HBU and the gauge integral are in [50]. We
draw the following conclusions from these observations.

(1) Stepping outside L2, as motivated in Section 4.3, yields a picture completely
di↵erent from the Gödel hierarchy. This linear order is an artifact of the
‘absence of discontinuity’ discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

(2) Notions of continuity and discontinuity successful in first- and second-order
arithmetic have to be rethought entirely, or abandoned for new notions, to
penetrate structures in higher types, and that this remains for the future
as mathematics inevitably evolves.

(3) By Example 4.3, one needs to accept hard-to-prove theorems of higher-
order arithmetic to guarantee that the associated second-order formalisa-
tion is faithful. While the latter enterprise is therefore no less interesting,
Simpson’s claim pertaining to the adequacy of L2 become untenable.

(4) We conjecture the existence of other branches, independent of both the
Gödel hiearchy and the branch populated by HBU and its kin.

Finally, the reader should read nothing but simple analogy in the above obser-
vations: the discovery of modern physics does not compare in any way to recent
discoveries in higher-order arithmetic.

5. Conclusion

The following table summarises some of our results, without mentioning the base
theory; the latter is generally conservative over WKL0 (or is weaker). In light of
this, we may conclude that the higher-order framework yields plenty of equivalences
for disjunctions and splittings, in contrast to the second-order framework, and this
for the reasons discussed in Section 4.2.

MUC $ [WKL + (3
0) + ¬(92)] (93) $ [(Z3) + (92)] (3

0) $ [(Z3) + FF]
MUC $ [WKL + (3
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MUC $ [FF + (Z3) + ¬(93)] WKL $ [(92) _ HBU] (Z3) $ [(93) _ ¬FF _ MUC]

T1 $ [T0 _ ⌃0
2-IND] WWKL $ [(92) _ WHBU] LIN $ [HBU _ ¬WKL]

Figure 1. Summary of our results

Finally, Simpson describes the ‘mathematical naturalness’ of logical systems as:

From the above it is clear that the [Big Five] five basic systems
RCA0, WKL0, ACA0, ATR0, ⇧

1
1-CA0 arise naturally from investiga-

tions of the Main Question. The proof that these systems are math-
ematically natural is provided by Reverse Mathematics. ([58, I.12])

We leave it to the reader to decide if the aforementioned results bestow naturalness
onto the theorems involved in the equivalences. We do wish to point out that some
of the theorems in Figure 1 are natural, well-established, and date back more than
a century already; see Section 4.3 for details.

(∃2) is the existence of a discontinuous function on R.

HBU is the Heine-Borel theorem for uncountable coverings (1895).

LIN is the Lindelöf lemma for R (1903); WHBU is Vitali’s covering
thm for uncountable coverings (1907).

Pretty ordinary math too!
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Higher-order Reverse Mathematics

Ulrich Kohlenbach has proposed higher-order Reverse Mathematics
in his RM2001 paper.

This approach includes variables for (possibly) discontinuous
R→ R-functions (and much more) to reduce coding.

Results can be generalised from second-order to higher-order RM:

second-order higher-order

Heine-Borel countable covers uncountable covers

compactness sequences nets

open sets countable unions uncountable unions
of open balls of open balls

uncountability of R Cantor’s theorem injections/bijections to N
Integration Riemann integral gauge integral

but that is for another lecture!
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Thank you!

PS: take a look at Stillwell’s introduction to Reverse Mathematics!
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